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John J. McCarthy

TheoreticalConsequencesof
MontaniesVowel Harmony

The tense/lax vowel harmony system of AndalusianSpanish has deservedly attracted
considerableattentionin the generativephonologicalliterature(Clements(1980),Hooper
(1976), Zubizarreta(1979)).There has, however, been no comparableanalysis of the far
more complex and interestingharmonyphenomenaof MontaniesSpanish. In Montanies
we find, in additionto an exceptionless tense/lax harmony,a concomitantfully developed
system of harmony along the high/midparameter.Of even greater significance is the
existence of neutralvowels in both systems, of asymmetric,morphologicallycontrolled
tense/lax harmony, of feature-changinghigh/midharmony, and of interactionbetween
the two harmony processes and more local phonologicalrules. These phenomena are
evidenced extensively in alternationsas well as in purely distributionalfacts.
My examples are all drawn from the Pasiego Montaniesdialect, in particularthe
speech of four villages located in the Cantabrianmountainsin the south-centralportion
of the province of Santanderin north-centralSpain. Pasiego has been described in exhaustive detail in several studies by Ralph J. Penny. Penny (1969a) is a monograph
treatmentof primarilylexicographicand comparativeproblemswith many valuablesynchronic observations as well. It also contains a list, in narrowphonetic transcription,of
all of the more than 6000 different tokens collected by Penny. Against this list I have
repeatedly tested the basic observations discussed here. Penny (1970)presents the history of the mass/count noun and adjective distinction that is based on the tense/lax
harmony system. Most important, Penny (1969b) is a modified taxonomic phonemic
description of all the Pasiego vowel harmony phenomena as well as some aspects of
their interaction with other features of the vowel system. The analysis presented here
is, in some respects, a formal restatementof that treatment.'
I will assume a theory of phonology that in gross outlines has the familiarautosegmental characteristics(Clements (1977a,b; 1980; 1981), Clements and Sezer (1983),
Goldsmith(1976), Halle and Vergnaud(1981), Kaye (1983),Kiparsky(1981; 1983),SterDianaArchangeli,Ellen Broselow, MorrisHalle, JamesHarris,andPaulKiparskyhave providedme with
much useful advice in the preparationof this article.I am indebtedas well to two LinguisticInquiryreviewers
whose silent hand has considerablyshapedthe final product.RalphJ. Penny has kindlyread the manuscript
and sparedme from a numberof errors, thoughall responsibilityfor my use of this materialfalls on me.
This work was supportedby the National Science FoundationundergrantBNS-8121002.
l Reviews of Penny (1969a)include Potters (1972),Hodcroft(1972),Blaylock(1973),Meier (1972-3), as
well as a review article by Fleischmann(1973-4).
Linguistic Inquiry, Volume 15, Number 2, Spring 1984
0024-3892/84/020291-28 $02.50/0
?1984 by The Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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iade (to appear),Vergnaud(1980)),with mattersof detailto be discussed as they become
relevant to the analysis. Phonologicalfeatures can be treated prosodically;that is, they
can be representedon separateautosegmentaltiers, associated in a systematic way with
units on the segmental level. Following Clements (1980; 1981)and Clements and Sezer
(1983), I will refer to the autosegmentalizedfeatures as P-segments and to the segments
with which they are associated as P-bearing elements. In general, also, P-bearingelements may be underspecifiedin lexical representationwith respect to certain features,
this underspecificationto be resolved by associationwith some P-segmentor otherwise.2
The orchestrationof temporalorganizationbetween the synchronousP-segmental
and P-bearinglevels is accomplished by certain association conventions drawn from
Clements (1981)and Clements and Ford (1979).These providefirst that free P-segments
are associated one-to-one from left to rightwith free P-bearingelements. Second, a free
P-segmentwill associate with all accessible (withoutlines crossing)P-bearingelements.
Third, associated P-segments will associate preferentiallywith unassociated P-bearing
elements on their right. In the discussion below, I will refer to these association conventions mnemonicallyas the Spreadingrules, since their role in these vowel harmony
systems is largely confined to that relatively straightforwardoperation.
Two closely relateddescriptiveproblemsemerge in the analysis of Pasiego and lead
to the theoretical results of this article. The first concerns the distinction between the
common automatic and the much rarerfeature-changingvowel harmonyprocesses. It
will emerge that [tense] harmony in Pasiego is fully automaticand context-free while
[high] harmony is context-sensitive and feature-changing,an empiricaldistinction that
must be reflected in quite differentformalstatements.The second issue in Pasiego vowel
harmonyis that of the correct representationof neutralvowels. It will be demonstrated
that the neutral vowel in the tense/lax system must undergo this harmony rule at an
intermediatestage of the derivationto account for interactionswith the high/midsystem
and with certain optional phonological rules. On the other hand, the neutral vowel of
the high/midharmonysystem is demonstrablyexcludedfromthe purviewof this harmony
process entirely, therefore supportingas well the treatmentof neutral vowels by segregatingthem from the P-bearingclass of the harmonizingfeature.
The article is organized as follows. Section 1 provides a comprehensivesurvey of
the facts germaneto the descriptionof Pasiego vowel harmony.This section is intended
as a largely pretheoreticalintroductionto the analysis. Section 2 takes up the formal
description of the two vowel harmony systems, concentratingparticularlyon the differences between them. Neutral vowels and the formal issues peculiarto them are the
focus of section 3. Sections 2 and 3 each conclude with a discussion of precisely what
properties of phonological theory the analysis supports. Section 4 collects remaining
descriptive issues and includes a summaryand an orderedlist of rules.

2
Particularlydetaileddiscussion of the consequencesof underspecificationfor vowel harmonymay be
found in Kiparsky(1981)and Steriade(to appear).
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1. Characterizationof the Phenomena
The systematic phonetic vowel system of Pasiego appearsin (1):
(1)

front

central

back

i
I
e

high
mid

u
U
o
0

low

A
a

In additionto the obvious distinctionsof backness and height, this system of nine vowels
contrastsperipheral(i, u, e, o, a) and central(I, U, 0, A) vowels, with A not only higher
but also considerably fronter than a. I will identify this distinction with the values of
the feature [tense] distributedas in (2):
(2) a.

[+ tense]

b.

u
o

i
e

[- tense]

U
0

I

a

A

The feature [advancedtongue root] may be more appropriatehere than [tense], but the
impressionisticphoneticdata availableare insufficientlyprecise to allow the exact nature
of this contrast to be identified. From a purely phonological standpoint,it is essential
only that the feature system recognize a basic difference between the two classes of
vowels in (2). The contrast, of course, is not perfect; there is a gap reflected in the
absence of a lax mid front vowel E. In this respect Pasiego is perhapsatypical of ninevowel systems, since the tense/lax contrastis more usuallyneutralizedin the low vowel.
The vowel system is considerablyreducedin unstressedfinalsyllables;the only [ - tense]
vowel possible in a final unstressed syllable, closed or open, is U, whereas any of the
three [ + tense] vowels u, e, or a but not i or o may occur under the same conditions.
The first vowel harmonyphenomenoncontrolsthe distributionof the feature[tense].
All vowels in a word-final or nonfinal,stressed or unstressed-must withoutexception
agree in the value of [tense]. This is exemplifiedby the various alternationsin (3):
(3)

a.

[ + tense] Words

[ - tense] Words

abiAanus
soldaus
kasta'.us
sartinus
puAu'kus
kantarus
simpaitikus

AbIAAnU
sOldAU
kAstAjiU
sArtlnU
pUXIUIkU
kAntArU
sImpAtIkU

'hazels'
'soldiers'
'chestnut trees'
'small fry-pans'
'young chickens'
'5 gal. jugs'
'congenial (pl.)'

'hazel'
'soldier'
'chestnut tree'
'small fry-pan'
'young chicken'
'5 gal. jug'
'congenial(sg.)'
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'waistband'
'the scab'
'belly'
'small cow-bell'
'basket (carried
on back)'
sg. mass
malu
limpju
miyu
su'Oju
'swallow (fem.)'

pitrina
pustfya
tripa
kampaniya
kana'stra

c.

fem. sg.
maila
limpja
miya
suOja
d. gulundrina

pltrInU
pUstlyU
trIpU
kAmpAnlyU
kAnAstrU

'waistband(dim.)'
'the scab (dim.)'
'belly (child's)'
'smallercow-bell'
'id.'

sg. count
mAlU
lImpjU
mIyU
sUOjU
gUlUndrInU

'evil'
'clean'
'my'
'dirty'
'swallow (masc.)'

The masculinesuffix + ul + U is a necessary but not sufficientconditionfor lax vocalism.
Lax vowels may not occur in a word without this suffix nor may they occur when this
suffix is followed by the plural suffix + s. The mass versus count singularadjectives in
(3c) are minimalpairs with respect to the distributionof tense and lax vocalism, so the
difference in vowel harmonyclass plays a direct morphologicalrole.
The vowel e, it will be recalled, is without a lax counterpartin the Pasiego vowel
system. With respect to tense/lax vowel harmony,e shows all the propertiesof a neutral
vowel; it neither participates in nor impedes the propagationof the [-tense] feature
value.
(4)
a.

[+ tense] Words
ermanus
pepaskus
bedanus
komfesonarjus
kampecanus

'brothers'
b.
'cliffs'
'wood-chisels'
'confessionals'
'noble (pl.)'

[- tense] Words
ermAnu
pejiAskU
bedAnU
kOmfesOnAjU
kAmpecAnU

'brother'
'cliff
'wood-chisel'
'confessional'
'noble (sg.)'

Neutral e, then, is ignored in the determinationof [tense] domains.
Pasiego has a second vowel harmony rule, one that affects height. This process
partitionsthe vowel system as shown in (5):
(5)

i

u

I

U

e

o

[+ high]

[- high]
0

A
neutral
a
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Simply put, all nonlow vowels in a word must agree with the stressed vowel in the value
of the feature [high]. That is, all vowels in a word must be drawnexclusively from the
top row (the high vowels i, I, u, and U) or exclusively from the second row (the mid
vowels e, o, and 0). The low vowels a andA are, however, neutral;low vowels, stressed
or unstressed, may cooccur freely with vowels from either the high or the mid class,
subject only to the independentconstraints of tense/lax harmony. There is one major
systematic exception to this distribution:vowels in unstressedfinal syllables, which are
drawn from the severely reduced set e, u, a, and U, are often in apparentviolation of
height harmony as a result of low-level reduction processes that will not concern us
here.
These observations about height harmonyare illustratedby the distributionaldata
in (6); we shall turn to more perspicuous evidence from alternationsshortly:
[+ high] Words

(6)

[- high] Words

a.

bindiOir
kumida
cipu'dus
lubu'kus

'to bless'
'lunch'
'hunchbacks'
'young wolves'

b.

pIOgU
kUntlntU
mInUdU
lUbUkU
arina
abiduil
pigaOa
nuO0al

'pinch'
'happy (count)'
'small (count)'
'young wolf
'flour'
'birchtree'
'magpie'
'walnuttree'

trAnkJlU
gArdUyiU
mIlAnU
cUbAskU
IskAlAmbrUxU

'quiet (count)'
'rake'
'buzzard'
'shower of rain'
'dog-rose'

c.

d.

xeleca
sospresa
belorta
kolor
destorOer

'fern'
'surprise'
'hay-rake'
'color'
'to wring'

aOer
kalor
serta'l
ontarga
legaterna
sakrestain
bedAnU
bOrrAcU
AkOlOdrAU
AtOlOsAU

'to do'
'heat'
'string (onions)'
'lard'
'lizard'
'sexton'
'wood-chisel'
'drunk'
'long, thin'
'hunchback'

The forms in (6a) show the typical distributionof [high]in tense-voweled words without
neutral a (ignoring,here and subsequently, final unstressed syllables). (6b) shows the
same for lax-voweled words. In (6c) and (6d) height harmonyappearsin tense and lax
words that include neutrala/A. The neutralvowel occurs freely in words of both height
harmonyclasses. The absence of words with [- high, - tense] vocalism (that is, the gap
on the right in (6b)) is lawful and will be explained shortly.
Evidence from alternationsfor the vowel heightharmonyphenomenonis also forthcoming; consider in particularthe verb forms in (7). Other, more extensive alternations
determinedby height harmonyappearin (10), (12), and (13).
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(7)
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

[+ high] Verbs
bibi:s
bibiria
bibia
bibiu
bIbIU
sintir
sintais
sinti:s
sintia
sintiu
afluxf:s

kuxi:s
kuxia
kuxi
kuximus
kuxirf:s
kuxirian
salir
salf:s

J. MCCARTHY

(2pl. pr. ind.)
(lsg. cond.)
(lsg. imp. ind.)
(past ppl.)
(past ppl. masc.
sg. count)
'to feel'
(2pl. pr. sub.)
(2pl. pr. ind.)
(lsg. imp. ind.)
(past ppl.)
(2pl. pr. sub.)

(2pl. pr. ind.)
(lsg. imp. ind.)
(lsg. perf.)
(lpl. perf.)
(2pl. fut.)
(3pl. cond.)
'to leave'
(2pl. pr. ind.)
salgaimus
salgaiis

[ - high] Verbs
beber
bebaimus
bebemus
bebere

'to drink'
(ipl. pr. sub.)
(ipl. pr. ind.)
(lsg. fut.)

sentemus

(ipl. pr. ind.)

afloxar
afloxaimus
afloxemus
aflox'ais
koxer
koxais
kox'amus
koxeremus
koxeran

'to loosen'
(lpl. pr. ind.)
(lpl. pr. sub.)
(2pl. pr. ind.)
'to take'
(2pl. pr. sub.)
(lpl. pr. sub.)
(lpl. fut.)
(3pl. fut.)

salemus

(lpl. pr. ind.)

(lpl. pr. sub.)
(2pl. pr. sub.)

An informal analysis of these forms is quite enlightening. In alternations like
bibi:slbebe'ror sintirlsentemus,the height of the root vowel is determinedby the height
of the stressed vowel of the desinence. When neutrala (or A) is stressed, however, the
harmonyrule cannot determinethe height of the root vowel, and in fact an underlying
contrast between high,and mid root vowels emerges. The underlyingverb roots in (7)
are /beb/ (cf. beba6mus),/sint/ (cf. sinta is), Iafloxl (cf. afloxamus), and /kox/ (cf. koxamus).

The final case, the neutral-voweledroot Isal(g)I,is invariantunderharmonyandtherefore
uncontroversial.3
Height harmony is unbounded within the word or clitic group and, possibly, bidirectional.Its unboundedcharacteris shown by (10), (12), and (13), by the distributional
'to merit', miri0i:s
evidence in (6), and by alternationsin longer verb forms like mereOe'r
of height
ppl.).
The
bidirectionality
(past
(2pl. pr. ind.) or aborreOer'to bore', aburriO0u
3 Thereare severaldiachronicstudiesof similarverbalalternationsin Old Spanish.These includeMalkiel
(1966), Harris(1975), Penny (1972), Montgomery(1976), and Togeby (1972).
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harmony is not entirely self-evident, since most Spanish words are oxytones or paroxytones and thus cannot show the rightwardpropagationof vowel harmonybecause
of the vowel reductionin final unstressed syllables. There are, however, proparoxytone
words that give some distributionalsupportfor rightwardvowel harmony.These appear
in (8), phonologicallyorganizedlike (6):
(8) Proparoxytones with Rightward Harmony
[- high] Words
[ +high] Words

a.

andibula
antigwisimu

b.

dIOImU
sItImU
rIkItIkU
c. agila
arguma
bitakula
d. AbrIgU
AgIlU
gwlrfAnU

'jaw'
'oldest'

'tenth'
'seventh'
'rickety'
'eagle'
'gorse'
'tavern'
'south wind'
'eaglet'
'orphan'

omedus
trebede
Oespede
bjespora

'humid(pl.)'
'trivet'
'lawn'
'wasp'

kwebana

'basket'

pAlpegU

'eyelid'

The distributionalfacts in (8), which exactly parallelleftwardheight harmonyin (6), are
consistent with saying that height harmonyis rightwardas well, initiatedby the stressed
vowel. Unfortunately,the Pasiego verb system and clitic groupslike those in (10)provide
no examples that might display overt alternationsconditionedby rightwardpropagation
of vowel height.
Although height harmony is exceptionless in lax-voweled words, there are words
disharmonicin height in the tense-voweled class. According to Penny (1969b), these
exceptions breakdown into two types. The first, illustratedin (9a),includesderivednouns
and adjectives with a stressed, mid-voweled suffix: -era, -ete, -on, -or, or -osus. The
second type, of which the list in (9b) should be exhaustive, includes only utterly unsystematic exceptions. Many of these have regularlyharmonicdoublets (like antuxil,
miliOlna, legaterna, diOir, meg6ofu) and some may be dialect loans from Castilian. (9c)

lists a few proparoxytonesthat are posttonicallydisharmonic.
(9) a.

batidera
libreta
urmigadera
bibidora
istiron
marmuxon

'hoe'
'notebook'
'itching'
'principalhouse'
'thin person'
'stammerer'

lindera
inOimera
batidora
iskarpidor
pisarosus
fugon

'hillside'
'wall-stones'
'hoe'
'comb'
'penitent(pl.)'
'hearth'
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b.

c.

meleOina
loberiOa
xostiyus
presura
oruga
dineru
gineya
iglesja
ligaterna
tisera
uste
batikol(a)
mig6Au
nusotrus/
mux6trus
editus

J. MCCARTHY

'medicine'
'band of wolves'
'bodices'
'rennet'
'caterpillar'
'money'
'foothill'
'church'
'lizard'
'scissors'
'Usted'
'crupper'
'crumb'
'we'

antoxil
okalital
menutus
enkornadura
otu'bre
diOer
ideya
inibel
mariserba
OinOel
albirikoke
limorna
mir6lus
uron

'meadow plant'
'eucalyptusgrove'
'minutes'
'(pairof) horns'
'October'
'to say'
'skill'
'a level'
'honeysuckle'
'chisel'
'apricot'
'alms'
'cross-eyed'
'ferret'

'[put down in]
writing'

polpitus

'pulpit'

setima

'seventh (fem.)'

Given the limited distributionof exceptions of the first type and the tiny number of
exceptions of the second type (as against the remaining,regularlyharmonicforms in
Penny's (1969a)list of more than 6000 differenttokens), we should feel no trepidation
in concluding that height harmonyis a phonologicallyregular,fully justified process of
Pasiego, thoughwe will ultimatelywant to take formalnotice of the relativelysystematic
exceptions in (9a). The fact that many exceptionalforms in (9b) have harmonicdoublets
or may be dialect borrowingssupportsthis conclusion.4
An entirelydifferentsource of alternationsdisplayingboth tense harmonyand height
harmony is the behavior of vowels in sandhi. Proclitics show a dependence in vowel
height and tenseness on the stressed word of a construction, as the data in (10) demonstrate.5 The results of harmony in sandhi are, in a few examples, unexpected, and
there are some attested cases where harmonyfails to apply in sandhi (probablydue to
differences in phonologicalphrasing).Althoughmany aspects of the data in (10) remain
unclear because of lacunae in the sources, nevertheless some generalizationsemerge.
The masculine singulardefinite article (with its underlyinge emergingbefore neutrala,
4 Penny (1969b)cites two disharmonicverb forms that I have been unable to locate in his monograph
(1969a).These are the two 1st singularfutureformssintireand iskupire'spit', as well as the 1st pluralpresent
indicativeof the latter (thoughnot the former-cf. (7b)), iskupemus.
5 The demonstratives,whicharenot proclitics,unexpectedlyshow heightharmonyin theirfinalunstressed
syllables;contrastiste gandu 'thiscattle', IstI tUntU 'thismadman';fste kesu'thischeese (mass)',IstIpAnUxU
'this cornstalk';ise kesu 'that cheese (mass)', IsI mUeAcU 'that boy'. The agreementin tenseness between
demonstrativeand noun is a consequencenot of phonologicalharmonybut of syntacticconcordwith respect
to the mass/countparameter.Whatis difficultto accountfor is the apparentdependenceof the height of the
final syllable of the demonstrativeon the height class of the followingword.
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(10)
? high
tense]

Phrases

Phrases

Phrases

el mal
el ganau

'the leather
(mass)'
'the hair
(mass)'
'evil'
'the cattle'

kon n6:s

'with us'

el kweru
el pelu

un ubfAo

| + high
- tenseJ

[high
+ tense1

'a ball of
yarn'
po la kAAe
po AAa

'down the
street'
'over there'

I1kUrdIrU

'the lamb'

I1mlntlrUsU

'the liar'

I1mAdIrU
kUn I1mAylstrU

'the log'
'with the
teacher'

Un UbiAU

a ball of yarn'

pU I kAminU

'along the
path'
'alongthe
arroyo'
'throughthe
field'
'for the
nephew'

pU 1 ArrUyU
pU 1 prAU

pa mf

i mi dixu

'for me'

pa ke

'for what?'

pa n6:s
ne y6

'for us'
'nor I'

pA 1 sUbrInU

nI I UnU nI 1
Utru

'neitherthe
one nor the
other'

ne la casa
'nor the house'
In 11kAlixU
'in the lane'
'because of
en kwenta
'my elbow'
Il ml kUdU
'and he said me lo kompr6 'he boughtit
for me'
to me'
'his uncle'
I1sU tIyU
I1ml ermAnU
'my brother'
I1tU kUmpapirU 'your
companion'

as in el ma6l)and the first singularpronounmost clearly show the dependencyof proclitic
vocalism on the harmonic class of the head word with respect to both tenseness and
height. Moregenerally,these facts confirmthe unboundedandfully productivecharacter
of both harmonyprocesses. We will returnto some of these sandhi data later.
In addition to these two vowel harmony rules, there are several other relevant
observations about the distributionof vowels in Pasiego. The most importantof these
is the constraint that the mid vowels e and 0 do not occur in stressed syllables in laxvoweled domains. The mid vowels occur freely in both stressed and unstressedsyllables
in tense-voweled words, as in (1la), and they occur as well in unstressed syllables in
lax words, as in (lIb):
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Stressed e, o in tense words
xeleca
'fern'
orel
'laurel'
serrote 'handsaw'
orkon
'hand-span'
xeda'r
'to give birth
(animals)'
ormaiOa 'currycomb'

b.

Unstressed e, 0 in lax words
ermAnU
'brother'
bedAnU
'wood-chisel'
rrOsArjU 'backbone'
bOrrAcU 'drunk'

Note that all of the examples in ( lib) of lax-voweled words containinge or 0 have A
as the stressed vowel. The explanationfor this is as follows. Since e and 0 cannot be
stressed in lax words, and since only A is neutralwith respect to height harmony(that
is, stressed I and U are incompatiblewith unstressed mid vowels), it follows that e and
0 are possible in lax words only when the stressed vowel is A. This explains the gap
already noted on the right in (6b) and (8b).
This exclusion of stressed mid vowels in lax words underlies a large number of
regularalternationsin Pasiego. The stressed mid vowels are regularlyraised to high in
[-tense]

domains:

(12) a.

[ - high, + tense]
b.
el kweru 'leather (mass)'
el pelu
'hair (mass)'
lexeru
'light (mass)'
floxu
'limp (mass)'
rrabjosu 'bitter (mass)'
rregerus 'good fields'
peAexus 'pelts'
konexus 'rabbits'
mokerus 'pocket
handkerchiefs'
golosus
'curious (pl.)'
Oerroxus 'bolts'

[+ high, - tense]
II kWlrU
'id. (count)'
Il pIlU
'id. (count)'
'id. (count)'
lIxIrU
flUxU
'id. (count)'
rrAbjUsU 'id. (count)'
'id. (sg.)'
rrIgIrU
pIAIxU
'id. (sg.)'
kUnIxU
'id. (sg.)'
mUkirU
'id. (sg.)'
gUlUsU
OlrrUxU

'id. (sg.)'
'id. (sg.)'

The morphologicallybased alternationbetween tense and lax vowels, dependingon the
mass/countdistinction,triggersa regularheight alternation.All of the forms in (12) must
have underlyingmid vowels, which then surface unchangedin the tense forms of (12a).
But with laxing induced by the singularcount morphologyin (12b), the stressed mid
vowel must raise to high, yieldingI or 'U.Moreover,this derivedhighvowel itself triggers
[high] harmony, raising any other mid vowels in the domain. Of special interest is the
fact that both e and 0 raise in lax words even though e in lax words is apparently
indistinguishablefrom the same vowel in tense words, where no such height alternation
takes place.
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Another aspect of Pasiego harmonyis the behaviorof the high glidesj and w. In a
word or sandhi domain, a j or w in the stressed syllable, with few exceptions, induces
[+ high] vocalism to its left despite a following (stressed) [- high] vowel. That is, the
high glides in a stressed syllable stand at the boundarybetween two height harmony
domains. This observationis supportedby a wide varietyof alternations,includingmany
under verbal derivationor inflection (13a) or in proclitics (13b). The data in (13c) show
that unstressed, posttonic j and w do not induce [+high] harmonyin vowels to their
left.
(13)
a.

[-high]
amfestair
kornexa
boOeOar
sepor

'to infect'
'crow'
'to yawn'
'sir'

belorta

'hay-rake'

berde
moler
beber
komer
arrebolber
koxair
menus
b. me lo kompro

c.

se kaso
lo malu
el ganaiu
rrOsArjU
rrosarjus
rrekApjU
rrekaipjus
iglesja
medjas

'green'
'to grind'
'to drink'
'to eat'
'to redden'
'to take'
'less'
'he bought it for
me'
'he got married'
'the bad thing'
'the cattle'
'backbone'
'id. (pl.)'
'bee-swarm'
'id. (pl.)'
'church'
'middle (fem. pl.)'

[+ high]jlw [-high]
amfi0jon
'infection'
kurnixj'ar
'to caw'
'id.'
buOiOjar
'to address as
sipurjar
Usted'
bilurtjair
'carryby hayrake'
'to turn green'
birdigjair
muljenda
'grinding'
bibjendu
'drinking'
kumjendu
'eating'
arribulbjendu 'reddening'
kuxjera
(3sg. imp. sub.)
mingwair
'to lessen'
mi lu djo
'he gave it to
me,
si kumjo
'it's been eaten'
lu pjor
'the worst thing'
il mjeu
'fear'

It is apparentfrom (13) that the high glides j and w are unaffectedby a following
stressed mid vowel and so are immuneto vowel harmony.It is also clear that the high
glides, when they occur in the stressed syllable, induce [+high] vocalism for an unbounded distance to the left but not at all to the right. Exampleslike amfiOj6n show that
the low vowel a is unaffected by this process, just as it is in vowel-induced height
harmony. It appears, then, that the high glides in a stressed syllable are vowel height
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harmony triggers without themselves participatingin the process.6 Penny ((1969b),
though not (1969a))notes as well that the palatal consonants c, X, andj also have this
effect, though in view of the numerousunexplainedexceptions in his data (like sej'oir)
and the lack of alternationssupportingthe distributionalevidence, I will assume that
this ranks only as a minor tendency, probablyof diachronicimportonly.
Three last, seemingly low-level phonologicalprocesses interactwith the two types
of harmony.We have alreadyseen the first of these, the reductionevidenced in (7) that
renders height harmony opaque in final unstressed syllables. Second, the unround
[ + tense] vowels are in free variationin initial unstressed syllables before n and s, regardless of the height-harmonicclass of the word, as shown in (14a). Third, there is
similarfree variationin initialunstressed syllables between unstressed e and i or I when
adjacentto r and rr, exemplified in (14b).
(14) a.

b.

askina - eskina - iskina
aston0as - estonOas - ist6n0as
andrina - endrina - indrina
enrrIdUsu - InrrIdUsU

'corner'
'then'
'sloe'
'naughty'

rrebUltUsU - rrIbUltUsU
rrendir - rrindir

'disobedient'
'to give in'

In both kinds of free variationillustratedin (14), althoughthe e variantis neutralwith
respect to tense/lax harmony, the high and low vowel variantsharmonizein tenseness
with the rest of the form.
Except for a few small points that will emerge later, this completes the summary
of the Pasiego vowel harmonysystem and the phenomenathat interact with it. Let us
now turn to a formal characterizationof these complex facts.
2. Fundamentals of Pasiego Harmony: Analysis and Discussion
In this section we will take up the formal analysis of the data and generalizations pre-

sented above, thoughconfiningourselves to the vowel harmonyprocesses as they apply
in words without transparentelements. The importantissues of neutralvowels and their
place in the two rules of harmonyare the subject of a later section.

6 An LI reviewer has pointed out that the raisingof vowels beforej is known in Spanishfrom a very
early period as a strictly local rule, not a propagatingone. (See, for example, the rule called "Phonetic
Metaphony"in Harris (1975).) It would appearthat this rule was conflatedwith vowel height harmonyin
Pasiego, thus grantingit unboundedapplication.
There are two gaps in the availabledata that could influencethe analysis of vowel raisingbefore high
glides. First, I have found no unimpeachableexamples of vowel raisingacross an interveningneutrala, so
this expected connection with vowel-triggeredharmonyis not fulfilled. Second, since no words with the
diphthongsjO or wO are attested in Pasiego, it cannot be determinedwhetherthis phenomenonextends to
[- tense] words as well.
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2.1. [tense] Harmony
The harmonic class [-tense] has a highly skewed distribution;a necessary but not
sufficient condition for [ - tense] harmonyin a word is the masculine suffix + ul + U in
absolute word-finalposition. All other words, includingall finite verb forms, belong to
the [+ tense] class. The harmonicclass L- tense] has a direct status in the morphology;
it marks the category of masculine singularcount nouns and adjectives. In its morphological aspect,

[-

tense] is partly independent of the masculine suffix + ul + U, since

the latter may occur without the former.
Formally, all vowels in all words or morphemesof Pasiego are lexically unspecified
for the feature [tense], and vowels are the P-bearingelements for this feature. In particular, the vowels of proclitic forms, which also participatein tense/lax harmony, are
likewise lexically unspecified for [tense]. The special morphologicalstatus of lax vocalism is expressed by saying that the feature value [-tense], by itself, constitutes the
masculinesingularcount noun morphemeof Pasiego. This notionof autosegmentalvowel
harmony melodies-essentially morphemes made up of the harmonizingfeature and
nothing else-was first introducedby Clements (1980)in connection with a somewhat
different phenomenon in AndalusianSpanish. The notion of feature-sized morphemes
is developed in muchgreaterdetailwith far morecomplex examplesfromsound symbolic
and mutation systems in McCarthy(1983a,b)and Lieber (to appear).
This morpheme[- tense] is expressed phonologicallyby virtueof its autosegmental
association with some other elements of the phonologicalrepresentation.That is, this
morpheme is made pronounceableonly by linking up with material that yields a full
segment. The autosegmentalassociation rule that links [ - tense] must take note of the
limited distributionof this feature-sizedmorpheme;it is confined to words endingin the
+ ul + U suffix. Hereafter, I will adopt the conventions of indicatingarchisegmentsunspecified for [tense] by boldface and of abbreviating[ high]and [ tense] as [ + H] and
[T].
(15) Masculine Singular Count Morphology
[-T]

The output of (15) is subject to the autosegmentalSpreadingrules, linking the value
[- tense] with all vocalic archisegmentsthat are accessible-that is, that occur in the
same word or sandhi domain.
A vowel that is not associated with [- tense] by virtue of this spreading-in effect,
any vowel not in a sandhi domain with a masculine singularcount noun or adjectiveis then spelled out by a default rule as [+ tense]. Kiparsky(1981; 1983)makes wide use
of such default rules; I will follow him in assuming that they assign an autosegmental
feature value to vowels that are not alreadyassociated with a value of the same feature.
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The rule in (16) is a quite explicit statementof the conditionsunderwhich this happens,
though it is likely that aspects of (16) are redundantin a universaltheory of such rules.
(16) Default Rule
[+T] /
+

Lx
V
The context of (16) requiresthat the affected vowel not alreadybear an autosegmental
specification on the [tense] autosegmentaltier.
The derivations in (17) show a plural adjective and its masculine singular count
allomorph;the underlyingrepresentationis completely unspecified for [tense], as the
boldface vocalic archisegmentsindicate:
(17)

a.

b.
[-T]

Count Morphology(15)

simpatikus

simpatiku
[-T]

simpatiku

Spreading
[+T]
Default (16)

simpatus
(= simpatikus)

(= sImpAtIkU)

The autosegmentalspreadinghere is entirely automaticand conventional. Since there
is at most one autosegmentper word, it must associate with all P-bearingelements (that
is, vowels) in its domain. There is, then, no harmonyrule for the feature [tense], but
only a morphologicalrule (15) introducing[-tense] and the Default rule (16) spelling
out [+ tense].
2.2. [high] Harmony
In contrast to [tense] harmony, [high] harmony is both context-sensitive and featurechanging, and it requires rather different theoretical assumptions with much different
descriptive consequences. Height harmony is context-sensitive because the value of
[high]for all vowels in each word or clitic group is determinedby the stressed vowel.
It is feature-changingbecause underlyingvowel heightcontrastsremainin environments
where the neutralvowel alA is stressed, althoughthey are neutralizedin other contexts.
This is demonstratedclearly by the alternationsin (7).
This type of harmonycannot be described solely in terms of the feature-spreading
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model adduced in the case of tense/lax harmony.Rather, it requiresa mechanismthat
permits deliberate specification of the segment or segment class whose value of the
harmonicfeature will replace all other lexical values of that feature. Here I follow Clements (1977a)in consideringfeature-changingharmonyto be a consequence of a contextsensitive feature deletion rule, the vowels formerlyassociated with the deleted features
then being exposed to harmonyby conventional autosegmentalspreading.7As before,
I will ignore the reduced vowel set occurringin final unstressedsyllables, assumingthat
such syllables harmonizeregularlyonly to,be transformedfurtherby low-level reduction
processes.
As in the case of tense/lax harmony,the harmonizingfeature [high]is represented
autosegmentallyfor all members of the P-bearingclass-in this case the vowels, pace
the highglides to be considereddirectlybelow. Unlike [tense], however, a value of [high]
is associated in the lexicon with all vowels of all morphemes.Since the height-harmonic
class of a word is determinedby the stressed vowel, the fundamentaloperationof height
harmonyis erasure of the lexical values of [high]borne by all vowels in the domain of
a stressed vowel that is also autosegmentallyspecified for [high]. The only remaining
value of [high], that associated with the stressed vowel that triggeredthe deletion in the
first place, may then spread bidirectionallyto the newly unspecified vowels. Thus, a
relatively elaborate, context-sensitive feature deletion rule is complementedby purely
conventional autosegmentalspreading.
This feature deletion rule may be formulatedas in (18); it is written as a mirrorimagerule in the lightof the (admittedlysparse)evidence thatheightharmonypropagates
rightwardin proparoxytonesas well as more generallyleftward.
(18) [high] Harmony
%
[high]
-

[high]

[-str] [ + str]
The derivations in (19) involve verb forms from (7). Inflected forms of the same
roots with stressed a show that the underlyingroots are (informally)/beb/ and /sint/,
with suffixes / + 1:s/ and / + emus/. I will adoptthe conventionof indicatingarchisegments
unspecified for [high] by italicized versions of the symbols for the high vowels (in this
and subsequent displays, I ignore the value of [high] associated with final unstressed
vowels, which do not overtly participatein [high]Harmony).

7 The slightly differentproposal by Kiparsky(1983) for feature-changingharmony,involving directed
spreadingand dissociationof lexical featurevalues, has exactly the same consequencesfor Pasiegoas feature
deletion. Likewise, Halle and Vergnaud's(1981)proposalthat the autosegmentalfeaturevalue overridesan
inherentsegmentalspecificationin feature-changingharmonyseems equallycompatiblewith the Pasiegodata.
It is difficultto imaginewhat sort of harmonysystem would differentiatethese varyingaccounts of featurechangingvowel harmony.
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a.

b.

[-H][+H]

[+H][-H]

/7/
bibiis

//

sintimus
[-H]

[+H]
[high] Harmony (18)

bibfis

sintimus
[-H]

[+H]

14

Spreading

bibiis (= bibi:s)

/4I

sint[mus (= sentemus)

We can now turn to the harmonicbehavior of the high glides exemplified in (13).
w andj in a stressed syllable block the expected leftwardpropagationof [- high] (and
vacuously [+ high]) from the stressed vowel. Furthermore,they induce the spread of
[+ high] to their left, while they do not themselves harmonize.
The behavior of the high glides w andj under height harmonyis a straightforward
consequence of rule (18), providing that glides as well as vowels (therefore, [-cons]
segments) are permittedto be P-bearingwith respect to [high].Recall that a glide-vowel
sequence in a stressed syllable may be disharmonicwith respect to [high], with the
[ + high] feature of the glide spreadingleftwardto all pretonic vowels. The fact that the
language tolerates disharmonic stressed glide-vowel sequences follows from the formulationof (18), since the value of [high]is erased only from unstressed syllables. The
value of [high]associated with the glide will prevail to the left because of the universal
prohibitionagainst crossing autosegmentalassociation lines. Since the values of [high]
for both the vowel and the glide in a stressed syllable remainlinked to their respective
segments, their respective association lines must bound the two high domains. It should
be noted that this analysis is entirely compatibleas well with a view that surface glides
and vowels have identical underlyingsources; all that is requiredis that stress inhere
in syllables rather than segments so that more than one nonconsonantalsegment in a
syllable may bear stress.
Some representativederivationsof words incorporatingstressed high glides appear
in (20). In this case, the underlyingrepresentationsare (informally)/beb +jendu/ and
/me lo djo/:
(20)

a.

b.

[-H][+H][-H]

[-H][-H][+H][-H]

Underlying Representation bibjindu
[+H][-H]

mi lu dju
[+H][-H]

[high] Harmony (18)

bibjindu
[+H][-H]

mi lu djui
[+H][-H]

Spreading

bibjindu

mi lu dju

(=

bibjendu)

(=

mi lu dj6)
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In sum, the fundamentalmechanismof Pasiego height harmonyis feature erasure
by rule (18).
2.3. Discussion

Pasiego has two strikinglydifferent sorts of vowel harmony, which have led to quite
different formal accounts. Let us now backtrackalong the route of the decisions that
were made in the course of the analysis and reflect on their theoreticaland descriptive
implications.
First consider tense/lax harmony. There is no underlying(nonmorphological)contrast between tense and lax vowels; therefore, vowels are lexically unspecified for the
feature [tense]. Surface tense vowels are spelled out as such by a default statementlike
(16) because of the evident morphologicalasymmetrybetween [+ tense] and [- tense].
Lax vowels occur only in a well-defined set of morphologicalcircumstances, marked
by the masculine singularcount morpheme[- tense]. Tense vowels constitute the elsewhere case, appearingnot only in masculine singularcount nouns and adjectives that
contrastmorphologicallywith the mass class but also in all verbforms or other categories
for which the mass/count distinctionis simply irrelevant.
Since, for these morphologicalreasons, the value [+ tense] is introducedonly by a
default rule, the analysis developed here treats [- tense] as a dominantharmonicvalue
in the sense of Clements (1977a; 1980). Although [-tense] is assigned by a contextsensitive rule, the actual harmonyprocess is itself context-free, induced solely by autosegmental spreading. This becomes clear if we consider the hypothetical case of a
languagejust like Pasiego but lacking vowel harmony-that is, a language where lax
vocalism functions morphologicallyin the final vowel but all other vowels are tense; in
such a languagerule (15) would not differ significantlyin its formulation.
In contrast, height harmony is both feature-changingand context-sensitive, two
attributes that are expressed simultaneouslyby the feature erasure rule (18). It is an
implicit claim of Clements's (1977a; 1980; 1981)account of vowel harmonyas well as
Kiparsky's (1981; 1983) that context-sensitivity is excluded from systems like [tense]
harmony, where the autosegmental Spreadingrules alone are involved, whereas the
deletion process responsible for feature-changingharmony(or its equivalent in Kiparsky's theory) can freely stipulatequite elaboratecontextualrestrictions.We find, then,
that the facts of Pasiego with its automaticrule of [tense] harmonycontrastingwith a
complex rule of [high] harmony support the formal typology of vowel harmony characteristic of these autosegmentaltheories.
3. Neutral Vowels

As we have seen, [tense] harmonyand [high]harmonyare expressed by quite different
formal mechanisms. These two harmony systems exploit very different treatmentsof
neutralvowels as well.
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3.1. Neutral e in [tense] Harmony
The vowel e does not appear to undergoand does not impede the spreadingof [tense]
harmony;there is no lax E, although e functions like one in lax-voweled words. Two
basically different proposals have appearedin the autosegmentalliteraturefor dealing
with a phenomenon of this sort. On the one hand, Clements (1977a; 1980; 1981) has
claimed that neutral vowels are excluded from the set of elements that are P-bearing
with respect to the harmonizingfeature. For Pasiego, this would mean that e is not
P-bearingwith respect to [tense] and is thereforefully specified at the segmentallevel as
[ + tense]. This rendersit invisible to the spreadingof the harmonicfeature. On the other
hand, Kiparsky (1981; 1983) represents neutral vowels by archisegmentsthat are prohibited by a universal convention from being autosegmentallylinked with the harmonizing feature duringthe lexical portionof the derivation.Neutral vowels are ultimately
spelled out for a value of the harmonizingfeature by a postlexical default rule.
Neutral e in Pasiego demands an account that incorporatessome aspects of these
proposals while also allowing neutral vowels to participatein the harmonyprocess directly. Specifically, I will arguethat e is P-bearingwith respect to [tense] and undergoes
harmony for this feature like all other vowels. A subsequent rule then dissociates archisegmentale from the [ - tense] value, inducingthe applicationof the Default rule to
supply [+tense]. In other words, e is associated by autosegmentalspreadingwith the
masculine singularcount morpheme[ - tense] just as any other vowel is, but the association with e is later severed by the following rule:
(21) e-Fission
[-tns]
[-back]

I

[- high]

The vowel freed from [- tense] by rule(21)is then subjectto beingspelledout as [+ tense]
by the Default rule (16). In this respect I follow Kiparsky'streatmentof neutralvowels,
while differingfrom him in considering (21) to be a rule like any other ordered in the
phonological derivationratherthan a well-formednesscondition on lexical representations.
Althoughthe mere fact that e is neutralis insufficientto select amongthe alternative
analyses, additional observations do determine the choice. It is a fact, evidenced by
both distributionaldata and alternations, that the mid vowels are neutralizedto high
under stress in lax-voweled words only (cf. (11), (12)). The result of this neutralization
is transparentwith respect to [high]Harmony;unstressedvowels harmonizewith derived
[+ high] vowels just as they do with underlyingones (cf. (12)). The treatmentof 0 is
straightforwardon the surface; it raises to U when stressed, though stressed o and
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unstressed 0 remain unchanged. The stressed vowel e raises to I in lax words, but it
does not raise in tense words or when unstressed.
If neutral e goes throughan intermediatestage as E in lax-voweled words, then a
homogeneous treatment of raising in both the front and back mid vowels is possible.
This rule appears in (22):
(22) Raising
[high] -[+

high]

[+ str]
[-tns]
E, then, undergoes Raising like stressed 0, but unstressed E (which remains) is subsequently retensed to e by rule (21) e-Fission. Raising bleeds away all instances of
stressed E from the purview of e-Fission. The abstract intermediaterepresentationfor
the neutral vowel is therefore crucial to the formulationof Raising in (22). Raising will
be orderedbefore [high]Harmony,since words with raisedvowels invariablyharmonize
with the derived value of [high](whence the heightalternationsconcomitantwith tensing
differences in (12)).
Some representativederivationsappearin (23); here, the boldface symbols for high
vowels represent archisegmentsunspecified for both [high] and [tense]. The informal
underlyingrepresentationsare /konexu/ and /komfesondrju/:
a.

(23)

b.
[-T]

Count Morphology(15)

kunixu
[H[H]
[ -TI

Raising (22)

kunixu
[-H][+H]
[ -T]

[high] Harmony(18)

kunixu

V
[+ H]

[-T]

kumfsunarju
[-H][-H][-H]
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[-T]

e-Fission (21)

komfsonarju
[-H][-H][-H]
[- T][ + T][ - T]

Default (16)

komfesonarju
[-H][-H][-H]
(= kUnIxU)

(= kOmfesOnArjU)

It is possible to construct an alternativeanalysis without the rule of e-Fission, but
only at a considerable loss of explanatoryforce. Lacking the intermediatestage where
tense and lax e are distinct entities, we would be forced to formulatethe raising rule
with a context stipulatingthat the affected vowel is followed somewhere in the word or
sandhi domain by a vowel that is associated with the feature value [-tense], a quite
puzzling condition to find on an otherwise straightforwardneutralizationprocess. Although this environmentalcondition is entirely superfluousin the case of 0, it would
be needed to distinguishe in lax words from the same vowel in tense words. This environment,then, would be purely an artifactof our failureto recognize the intermediate
lax stage throughwhich e passes.
This account of the neutral vowel has some interestingconsequences for certain
optionalrules of vowel heightneutralization.Thereis free variationamongthe unstressed
unround vowels a

-

e

-

i or A

-

e - I in initial syllables before n or s, regularly in

tense words and occasionally in lax ones (cf. (14a)). The unstressedfront vowels e - i
or e - I are also in free variationadjacentto r and rr, regularlyin both tense and lax
words (cf. (14b)). A standardproblem in treating neutralizationsof this sort (like the
analogous pinlpen homophony in central Texas) is establishingunderlyingrepresentations and determiningthe direction-raising or lowering-of the rule. In fact, there are
no data that force particularunderlyingrepresentations.But we can establish something
about the direction of the rules; they must be able to both raise and lower vowels.
We can determinethat both raisingand lowering are involved from the interaction
with [high] harmony.We find that the variationin vowel height introducessurface violations of [high]harmony.These surface violations go in both directions, involving high
vowels in [ - high] harmonydomains(like ist6nOas)and mid vowels in [ + high] harmony
domains (like endrina). From this observation it follows that the rules responsible for
this variationin vowel height apply after [high]Harmonyand do not have a determinate
output; that is, they yield vowels with freely varying values of the height features. I
suggest that these rules be formulatedas in (24) (the rules are expressed segmentallyfor
perspicuity):
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(24) Allophony Rules

a.

sy1l [othigh
back]
1tr [ blow

[+

- -rnd

[j-

b.

[+syll

L-str
at,

3

=

_

0

nas
[?as}

[cor1

1

- back]

-lcort

__

CO

[ot high] %

-_t

lat

J++c0nt
+ or

-,

in free variation

There is interestingevidence that this vowel height variationis not merely a lowlevel phonetic phenomenon, evidence that strongly supports the account of neutral e
given above. We can establish that the optional Allophony rules in (24) are ordered at
a particularrelatively abstractstage of the derivation,and that they interactin a crucial
way with the e-Fission rule (21). Two observationsare relevant. First, we have already
established that the Allophony rules (24) are orderedafter [high] Harmony, since they
yield representationsopaque with respect to [high]Harmony(cf. also (25) below). Second, the free variants observe the [tense] harmonyregularities,so the Allophony rules
are transparentwith respect to [tense] harmony.Thus, the e variantoccurs in both tense
and lax words and the alA and ilI variantsare distributedappropriatelybetween words
of the two classes.
The second observation-the transparencyof the interactionbetween the Allophony
rules and [tense] harmony-seems to admit of two possible explanations.The first and
most obvious solution would be to order the Allophonyrules before Count Morphology
(15), so they would precede the harmonicspreadingof [ -tense]. But we have just seen
that the Allophony rules follow [high]Harmony(because of the opaque interaction)and
[high] Harmony demonstrablyfollows Raising (cf. (23) and (26)), which itself crucially
refersto the [ - tense] featurevalue introducedby the CountMorphologyrule. Therefore,
by virtue of transitivityof orderingthis solution is untenable.
This transparencyof the Allophony rules with respect to [tense] harmony versus
opacity with respect to [high]harmonyis explicable, however, if we orderthe Allophony
rules after [high] Harmony but before e-Fission, which restores neutrale from the abstract intermediatestage E. Therefore, whether the Allophony rules yield e or E, the
result will be neutralizedto e. But if the Allophonyrules producealA or ilI, then nothing
further happens in the derivation. In other words, the e-Fission rule, and the correspondingabstractanalysis of the neutralvowel, predictthe correctinteractionof [tense]
harmonywith the Allophony rules in (24).
The following two derivationscontrast in the value of [high]assigned by the Allophony rule, yielding two of the occurringfree variantsof this word.
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a.

(25)

b.
[-T]

Count Morphology(15)

inrridusu

inrridt'su

[+H][+H][+H]

[+H][+H][+H]

[-T]
[high] Harmony (18)

[-TI

[-T]

inrdusu

inrridu'su

[+H]

[+H]

[-T]

Allophony (24a)

inrridussu
[-H][+H]
[-TI

e-Fission (21)

inrridu'su
[-H][+H]
[+T][ -T]

Default (16)

inrridusu

a

[-H][+H]
(= enrrIdUsU)

(= InrrIdUsU)

In sum, I have claimedthat Pasiego e is P-bearingwith respect to the feature[tense].
The surface exclusion of its lax counterpartE is accomplishedby the rule of e-Fission
(21), whose output is then spelled out as [+ tense] by the Default rule (16). Two aspects
of the analysis crucially depend on includinge-Fission as a phonologicalrule, ordered
in the derivation, that eliminates an abstract intermediatestage. First, e-Fission must
be ordered after Raising (22) if the analysis is to express the exactly parallelbehavior
of e and 0 in lax-voweled words. Second, the transparencyof the interactionbetween
[tense] harmonyand Allophony (24) shows that the vowels derived by Allophony must
be subjectto subsequente-Fission and the Defaultrule. In essence, e-Fission is crucially
ordered at a relatively late stage of the derivation, followed only by the Default rule,
which renders its output [ +tense].
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3.2. Neutral a in [high] Harmony

The low vowel alA is unaffectedby and does not impede the harmonicspreadingof the
feature[high],whetherfrom vowels or fromglides. Further,when a/A is the only stressed
nonconsonantalsegment in a word, [high]Harmonyis not initiatedand the contrasting
underlyingvalues of [high] emerge on unstressed syllables.
This is clearly a rather different case from the neutral vowel in [tense] harmony.
When alA is in the position where it would be expected to initiate [high] harmonythat is, in the stressed syllable, without an accompanyinghigh glide-in precisely that
case the other vowels appearin their underlying,contrastingheights (cf. (7)). Moreover,
there is no evidence of the sort found with e that low vowels in unstressed syllables
undergo height harmony at any earlier stage of the derivation. Thus, a/A in no way
participatesin [high] harmony.
In this case, it is entirely appropriateto adopt Clements's (1977a; 1980; 1981)proposal that a/A is excluded from the P-bearingclass of the autosegmentalfeature [high].
By this adjustmentin the formulationof the rule, low vowels may not appear in the
target position for the height harmonyprocess; rather,they are simply ignored. This is,
of course, a familiarpropertyof neutralvowels. But in one importantrespect the analysis
goes beyond the usual expectations. If the stressed vowel is [?+low]and if there is no
high glide in the stressed syllable, then no value of [high]is associated with the stressed
syllable to triggerdeletion of [high]from unstressed syllables, and thereforethe underlying height contrasts emerge. These conditions in which harmonicneutralizationfails
are not explicitly noted in the grammar,but ratherthey emerge out of the interaction
of two independentlynecessary properties:the neutralstatus of low vowels and the fact
that height harmony is triggered only by stressed vowels, indicated formally by the
context-sensitive [high] Harmonyrule (18).
Some representative derivations appear in (26); (26a) shows the behavior of a
stressed low vowel (in underlying/el ganau/)and (26b)shows a low vowel in an unstressed
syllable (in /el maderu/):
a.

(26)

b.
[-T]

Count Morphology(15)

il ganau

il madiru

[-H]

[-H][-H]
[-T]

Raising (22)

mila dru
[-H][+H]
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[-T]

diru

[high] Harmony(18)

[+H]

[+T]
Default (16)

il ganau
[-H]
(= el ganaiu)

(- Il mAdIrU)

3.3. Discussion

I have proposed two quite different accounts of the two classes of neutral vowels in
Pasiego. It remainsto consider what the theoreticalconsequences of these analyses are,
particularlyas they relate to the distinctionbetween feature-changingand non-featurechangingvowel harmony.
Consider first the analysis of neutral e in [tense] harmony. There is no intrinsic
propertyof the autosegmentaltheory of vowel harmonyin Clements(1977a;1980;1981)
that excludes this sort of treatmentof neutralvowels. The existence of the notion "not
a P-bearingelement" as an account of some neutral vowels does not preclude the alternative, albeit more complex, analysis that incorporatesa rule like e-Fission. Moreover, the existence of alternatives within the theory is not a serious embarrassment,
since the choice between them may be safely left to the evaluation metric. In other
words, the evaluation metric will select the less complex stipulation of a restricted
P-bearingclass unless evidence supportinga rule like e-Fission is forthcoming,as it is
in Pasiego [tense] harmony.
This conclusion-that the theory must countenancetwo mechanismsunderlyingthe
neutral vowel phenomenon-is, of course, supportedby the two types of harmonyin
Pasiego. While the [tense] harmony rule demonstrablyimplementsneutral vowels by
e-Fission, [high] Harmonymust exclude the low vowels from the P-bearingclass. Low
vowels cannot be associated autosegmentallywith [ - high] at all because low vowels in
stressed syllables do not induce [- high] harmony. The only way to express the total
neutralityof low vowels with respect to [high] Harmonyis to exclude them from the
purviewof that rule entirely. It is, in fact, difficultto imaginehow such a feature-changing
harmony rule could implementneutral vowels except by restrictionson the P-bearing
class or some equivalent device, since nonparticipationby neutralvowels is crucial to
determiningthat the Pasiego harmonyrule is feature-changingin the first place.
We see, then, that this bifurcatedanalysis of Pasiego neutral vowels is not only
descriptively necessary but also compatiblewith at least one version of autosegmental
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theory. This latter statement is not obviously true if we turn to Kiparsky's (1981; 1983)
lexical phonologicalanalysisof vowel harmony.In Kiparsky'saccount, a vowel is neutral
if it is not lexically distinctive for the harmonizingfeature. In Finnish vowel harmony,
for example, the neutralstatus of i and e is attributedto the absence of a lexical contrast
between these vowels and their [+ back] counterparts.The lexical rule of vowel harmony
in Finnish is subject to a quite general constraint on structurepreservation:it cannot
create configurationsthat are not lexically distinctive, and therefore it must skip over
i and e.

Clearlythe feature [tense] is lexically nondistinctivefor e in Pasiego, so the analysis
of neutral e in Pasiego that I have presented is incompatiblewith this requirementof
structurepreservation-but only if [tense] harmonyis lexical. Under the assumptions
of lexical phonological theory, though, the harmonic spreadingof the feature [tense]
cannot be a lexical process. The feature [tense] is lexically distinctivefor no vowels of
Pasiegobut is ratheritself an independentpropertyof the morphology.Even if we granted
that there is a lexical contrast between mass and count masculine singular suffixes u
and U, eschewing rule (15), it would still follow that [tense] is nondistinctivelexically
for the vowels i, a, and o, as well as e.8 Since [tense] obviously spreadsautosegmentally
to all of these vowels, the spreadingthat is characteristicof [tense] harmonycannot be
a lexical process underthe assumptionsof the theory. The spreadingof the featurevalue
[ - tense] must, then, happenat the postlexical level, where the requirementof structure
preservationdoes not apply. From the fact that [tense] harmonyis postlexical, it further
follows that the account of neutral e offered here is entirely compatible with the assumptions of the lexical phonologicaltheory.
In contrast, neutrala in [high]harmonycan be readilyaccountedfor understructure
preservationsince, not only in Pasiego but universally,the feature[high]is nondistinctive
lexically for [ + low] vowels. It follows that a value of [high]cannot be associated autosegmentally with a low vowel, and therefore that low vowels must be neutralif [high]
harmonyis lexical. It is by no means clear in view of the orderingrelations described
in section 3.1 that we can maintainpostlexical [tense] harmonyand lexical [high] harmony. But the fact that these two rules, taken from differentmodules of the grammar,
have the same upward-boundingdomain-the clitic phrase-is not surprising.Clitic

8 This apparentlypeculiarstate of affairs-where the harmonizingfeatureis lexically distinctivefor at
most one vowel in one morpheme-is a consequence of the fact that Pasiego harmonyis morphologically
controlledand not root controlled.Root controlledharmonyin Finnishor Turkish,for example,allows a fairly
rich set of lexical contrasts;the quite limited source of [-tense] in Pasiego means that the lexicon scarcely
contraststhat feature at all.
It is with regardto this differencebetween Pasiego and the more common root controlledsystems that
we should distinguishthe proposalfor neutrale made here fromthe view, datingback at least to Bach (1968),
thatneutralvowels are lexicallydistinctivefor the harmonizingfeature,only to undergoa laterrule of absolute
neutralization.Bach, his successors in the same opinion, and his critics, in particularKiparsky(1973), were
referringto a theory in which the harmonicvalue of a root is markedlexically on its first vowel, even if that
vowel is neutral.This situationclearly does not obtainin Pasiego, and, at least from the standpointof lexical
distinctions,there is no sense in which e-Fission can be describedas a neutralizationrule.
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phrases and similarconstituents stand at the interfacebetween the lexicon and the postlexical level, incorporatingpropertiesof both.
4. RemainingPhenomenaand Summary
4.1. DisharmonicForms
There are no words in Pasiego disharmonicwith respect to the feature [tense] (ignoring
the formally distinct neutral vowel cases). This follows from the fully automatic, conventional character of [tense] harmony;there is no rule of [tense] harmony that such
forms could be exceptions to. Since vowels are lexically unspecified for [tense], the
spreadingof [ - tense] is accomplishedby an automaticconvention, and the Default rule
must spell out remainingvowels as [+ tense] simplyto renderthempronounceable,there
is no room in the analysis for words disharmonicwith respect to [tense].
There are, however, two classes of exceptions to [high] harmony (cf. (9)). In the
larger,relatively more productiveclass (9a) there is a disharmonyin the feature [high]at
the boundary of one of the initially stressed, mid-voweled suffixes -era, -ete, -on, -or,
and -osus. Since the domainof [high]harmonyis, in any case, boundedby the juncture
associated with words and clitic groups,we mightreasonablypresumethatthese suffixes
bear a pseudojunctureof that category as well. That is, the separateharmonicdomains
in words with such suffixes are determinedby essentially grammaticalratherthan phonological considerations.
The other class of disharmonicforms is simply a short, closed list of unpredictable
words (9b). These may simplybe lexical exceptions to the [high]Harmonyrule. In many
cases, such exceptionality is apparentlyvariable, since many of the disharmonicforms
of this type have regularlyharmonicdoublets.
4.2. Summary
The list in (27) summarizesthe orderingrelations claimed to obtain among the various
rules in this analysis:
(27) Count Morphology(15)
Raising (22)
[high] Harmony (18)
Allophony (24)
e-Fission (21)
Default (16)
In brief, these orderingrelationsarejustifiedas follows. CountMorphologymustprecede
Raising, since it is the [ - tense] feature value introducedby the formerthat triggersthe
latter. Raisingprecedes [high]Harmonybecause words displayingboth phenomenabelong to the [ +high] harmonicclass derived by Raising. [high] Harmony must precede
Allophony because their interactionis opaque-the result of Allophony may be dishar-
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monic with respect to [high]. e-Fission must follow both [high]Harmonyand Allophony
to eliminateall associations between e and [ - tense], and subsequentlythe Default rule
spells out as [+tense] all e's and vowels in words not subject to Count Morphology.
In this article I have constructedan analysis of Pasiego vowel harmonywith an eye
toward two importanttheoretical issues: the feature-changingparameterin vowel harmony rules and the representationof neutralvowels. The evidence presented supports
a majorformaldifferencebetween feature-changingand non-feature-changing
harmony.
The former is implemented by an elaborate context-sensitive rule of feature deletion
followed by feature spreading,while the latter occurs by feature spreadingunaidedby
other mechanisms. As for neutralvowels, I have arguedthat phonologicaltheory must
recognize two formal approaches,full participationby the neutralvowel followed by a
rule severing its association with the harmonizingfeature and exclusion of the neutral
vowel from the class of harmonizingelements. Finally, I have tentatively suggestedthat
there is a partialcorrelationbetween these two propertiesof Montaniesvowel harmony:
fully participatingneutral vowels will only be found in non-feature-changingharmony
systems, althoughthey are not a necessary concomitantof such systems.
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